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FROM THE EXEC DIRECTOR:
Rolf Weberg
A full month-plus of working under the stay-at-home order and I
couldn't be more proud of the
dedication, creativity and accomplishments of our NRRI staff. But
we also understand the many
struggles facing our communities.
NRRI is continuing its mission –
perhaps a bit differently – to address the challenges of our natural resource-based economy.
With support of our University
leadership, and with safety for all
top-of-mind, we are still carrying
out mission-critical field work,
assisting essential industry partners, testing possible anti-COVID
-19 agents and providing technical
assistance to businesses.
We're focused on creating safe
procedures to reopen the NRRI
facilities in a measured way that
minimizes risk of exposure. We
anticipate many people will continue to work remotely into the
near future.
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NRRI provides parts for PAPR respirators
When a neighbor is in need,
there’s no question that you do
what you can.
Cirrus Aircraft, NRRI’s back
door neighbor, wanted to help
with the regional COVID-19
respirator need by designing,
programming and building parts
using their 3D printing capabilities.
But the parts are complicated and
time consuming to build, even
with modern additive
manufacturing machines.
The call went out across the
state that any and all 3D printing
capabilities be put to use to help
build the parts. NRRI’s Additive

PAPR respirator parts made in NRRI’s Additive Manufacturing lab in April in response to a need for respirators for hospital workers in Duluth.

Manufacturing Lab was pulled out
of hibernation and Kory Jenkins –
working safely in the lab – got
busy.
Jenkins worked with Cirrus to
troubleshoot some of the build
process to move the project
forward. UMD's Swenson
College of Science and
Engineering is also using their
desktop additive manufacturing
machines to make parts.
“Our fused deposition
modeling equipment is 17 years

old and a bit slow by today’s
standards,” explained Jenkins,
manager of NRRI’s lab. “But
we’ll be able to contribute parts
for four PAPRs and some spare
parts. We’re happy to help meet
this need.”
Cirrus and Frost River have
set a goal to produce 200
PAPRs by May 1. They are
working with health care
professionals to evaluate their
effectiveness.

Meet the Researcher: Victor Krause
Two-by-fours and old-growth floor beams have
valuable reuse opportunities, if pulled from old structures
before they’re demolished. Building deconstruction is a
thing. NRRI’s Victor Krause is collaborating within the
institute and across Minnesota to make it a big thing.
Krause joined a state-wide Sustainable Building Group
that is working to create a more circular economy
around used buildings and building materials.
“Many people don’t realize that the amount of waste
generated from construction and demolition is increasing
at an alarming rate – nearly as much now as municipal
solid waste,” Krause explained. “Landfills that aren’t
designed to contain these materials are finding it difficult
to keep hazardous compounds away from groundwater
sources.”
Specially trained building deconstruction crews
separate usable materials at the building site. Krause, a
materials testing specialist, enjoys his role in identifying
potential value and developing marketable products. The
state-wide group is drafting recommendations for new
rules, regulations and practices as well as making
designers and other end users aware of the availability of
these materials.
And while that’s work to be proud of, Krause is
especially pleased to be working with a social enterprise
business based in Minneapolis, Better Futures Minnesota.
Together they are developing a business model to hire
and train those with employment barriers for
deconstruction crews. Reclaimed materials are sold at
their Minneapolis ReUse Warehouse.
NRRI’s wide variety of skill sets has been especially
valuable to this project. Wood Products Specialist, Scott
Johnson, trains and develops the woodworking skills of
Better Futures employees. He’s also helping them to
develop a maker-space in the Twin Cities to build
products. Research Engineer, Tim Hagen, applies

NRRI Scientist Victor Krause is ready for action at his home office.

creativity and innovation to new uses for waste materials.
Water Research Group scientists contributed knowledge
about harmful chemicals that can leach out of decomposing
materials in the landfill. This information will go into a
database that can substantiate the environmental benefits of
the program.
Positive media attention for this project is key to getting
the word out to the public about the valuable materials and
reuse potential of deconstruction. June Breneman, NRRI
External Affairs manager, was able to garner state-wide
media attention on a St. Louis County pilot demonstration
project, leading to another project with the City of Duluth
when it’s safe to do so.
“If I couldn’t quarantine with family, I’d choose to be
isolated with my hockey buddies. We’d figure out how to
turn a basement into a hockey rink and keep playing the
game we all enjoy, then relax with a beer and watch reruns
of The Miracle on Ice.”

